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Socialism in China (1919-1965)
2015-05-31

this book integrates the history of china s socialist ideology and socialist movement with the history of the communist party of china cpc and that of
modern china it attempts to inform the reader with an objective narration of major historical events a vivid depiction of great personalities and the
concise and insightful comments of the author dr yu youjun socialism in china 1919 1965 covers the period spanning from the may 4th movement of
1919 to the eve of the cultural revolution in 1965 providing a broad historical perspective and sharp insights it describes this period in detail from the
introduction of marxism to china to the cpc integrating the theory with china s prevailing conditions and enriching it with chinese characteristics to the
evolution and practice of scientific socialism in china the chinese communists represented by mao zedong integrated the fundamental tenets of
marxism with china s prevailing conditions and revolutionary practices to create their own new democracy theory that included both new democratic
revolution and new democratic society and to establish the people s republic of china the author s systematic review and thinking of their explorations
of a theory and path to build socialism in a country that was semi colonial and semi feudal burdened with a backward economy and culture and his
objective summary of the lessons and experiences from their explorations all act as a mirror for today s governance and education

New Perspectives on State Socialism in China
2016-12-05

placing chinese community party history in the realm of social history and comparative politics this text studies the roots of the policy failures of the
late maoist period and the tenacity of the ccp

The Transition to Socialism in China (Routledge Revivals)
2016-07-01

first published in 1982 the dramatic changes in policy and theory following the death of chairman mao in 1976 and the publication of the most
extensive official and unofficial data on the chinese economy and society in twenty years both necessitated and made possible a thorough
reconsideration of the full range of issues pertaining to the political and economic trajectory of the people s republic in its first three decades the
contributors to this volume initiated a comprehensive effort to address fundamental problems of china s socialist development and to reassess earlier
perspectives and conclusions
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Privatizing China
2015-07-22

everyday life in china is increasingly shaped by a novel mix of neoliberal and socialist elements of individual choices and state objectives this
combination of self determination and socialism from afar has incited profound changes in the ways individuals think and act in different spheres of
society covering a vast range of daily life from homeowner organizations and the users of internet cafes to self directed professionals and informed
consumers the essays in privatizing china create a compelling picture of the burgeoning awareness of self governing within the postsocialist context
the introduction by aihwa ong and li zhang presents assemblage as a concept for studying china as a unique postsocialist society created through
interactions with global forms the authors conduct their ethnographic fieldwork in a spectrum of domains family community real estate business
taxation politics labor health professions religion and consumption that are infiltrated by new techniques of the self and yet also regulated by broader
socialist norms privatizing china gives readers a grounded fine grained intimacy with the variety and complexity of everyday conduct in china s
turbulent transformation

China's Socialist Economy
1986

five parts cover rehabilitation of the national economy 1949 52 first five year plan 1953 58 the great leap forward 1958 65 ten years of turmoil 1966 76
socialist modernization from 1976

State and Society in China's Political Economy
1995

as china s reforms take root citizens are allowed even encouraged to be socialist and profit driven at the same time this book examines this precarious
dyad demonstrating what reform has done to china s political and economic mechanisms and how this dyad dominates the thinking of reformers

Feminism and Socialism in China
2011

first published in 1978 feminism and socialism in chinaexplores the inter relationship of feminism and socialism and the contribution of each towards
the redefinition of the role and status of women in china in her history of the women s movement in china from the late nineteenth century onwards
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professor croll provides an opportunity to study its construction its ideological and structural development over a number of decades and its often
ambiguous relationship with a parallel movement to establish socialism based on a variety of material including eye witness accounts the author
examines a wide range of fundamental issues including women s class and oppression the relation of women s solidarity groups to class organisations
reproduction and the accommodation of domestic labour women in the labour process and the relationship between women s participation in social
production and their access to and control of political and economic resources the book includes excerpts from studies of village and communal life
documents of the women s movement and interviews with members of the movement

Democracy and Socialism in China
1982

china is the fastest growing economy in the world today for many on the left the chinese economy seems to provide an alternative model of
development to that of neoliberal globalization although it is a disputed question whether the chinese economy can be still described as socialist there
is no doubting the importance for the global project of socialism of accurately interpreting and soberly assessing its real prospects china and socialism
argues that market reforms in china are leading inexorably toward a capitalist and foreign dominated development path with enormous social and
politcal costs both domestically and internationally the rapid economic growth that accompanied these market reforms have not been due to efficiency
gains but rather to deliberate erosion of the infrastructure that made possible a remarkable degree of equality the transition to the market has been
based on rising unemployment intensified exploitation declining health and education services exploding government debt and unstable prices at the
same time china s economic transformation has intensified the contradictions of capitalist development in other countries especially in east asia far
from being a model that is replicable in other third world countries china today is a reminder of the need for socialism to be built from the grassroots up
through class struggle and international solidarity

China and Socialism
2005-03

with a great charm and spirit socialism is great recounts lijia zhang s rebellious journey from disillusioned factory worker to organizer in support of the
tiananmen square demonstrators to eventually become the writer and journalist she was always determined to be her memoir is like a brilliant
minature illuminating the sweeping historical forces at work in china after the cultural revolution as the country moved from one of stark repression to
a vibrant capitalist economy
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Socialism Is Great!
2011-04-27

first published in 1988 this book explores the socio economic and political impacts of chinese socialist movements peasant initiatives rural
industrialization and economic reforms in china in the mid twentieth century

Breaking the Iron Rice Bowl
2020-02-13

this book covers the whole system of socialism with chinese characteristics dealing with deng xiaoping s theory the socialist market economy a
moderately well off xiaokang society china s practice and theory of socialist democracy human rights and xi jinping s marxism in short the resolute
focus is the reform and opening up socialism with chinese characteristics is one of the most important global realities today however the concept and
its practice remain largely misunderstood outside china this book sets to redress such a lack of knowledge by making available to non chinese speakers
the sophisticated debates and conclusions in china concerning socialism with chinese characteristics it presents this material in a way that is both
accessible and thorough

Socialism with Chinese Characteristics
2021-04-27

a study of religion in contemporary china based on field research by chinese social scientists written by a group of scholars at the religion research
institute of the shanghai academy of social sceinces it responds to the designation of religion as one of the twelve key topics for special study by the
sixth five year plan for economic development an astonishing reversal fo the cultural revolution goal of the eradication of religion completely and
forever

Socialism in China (1919-1965)
2014

does china represent a non capitalist alternative to neoliberal development models commentators on the left have offered sharply divergent
assessments over the last two decades a few still cling the old dream of market socialism twinning efficiency with social justice for most however china
is proof that market reforms invariably yield dispossession inequality and capitalist restoration is the east still red argues that both interpretations are
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wrong and exhibit a common failure to distinguish between market mechanisms and capitalist imperatives gary blank situates the chinese experience
within broader marxist debates on socio historical transitions and primitive accumulation highlighting the need to conceptualize capitalism as a unique
system in which producers and appropriators depend on the market for their reproduction despite years of marketization the mandarins in beijing have
not yet imposed full market dependence in industry and agriculture he shows how the resistance of workers and peasants the imperatives of party
state legitimacy and the reproductive strategies of individual communist officials and managers all act to perpetuate central aspects of a bureaucratic
collectivist system in which direct producers and bureaucrats are effectively merged with the means of production the people s republic may be a non
capitalist market alternative albeit one that is hardly edifying for socialists

Religion Under Socialism in China
1991

first published in 1979 sociology flourished in china during the 1930s and 1940s but with the establishment of the people s republic of china
controversies arose over the place of sociology in the process of socialist construction siu lun wong analyses the reasons for this change in the fortune
of sociological studies in china and examines it in relation to the country s contemporary political system

Is the East Still Red?
2015-02-27

the chinese political system has undergone a profound transformation since the death of mao zedong in 1976 and nowhere is this more evident than in
the effort to exorcise the influence of the ultra leftism that is alleged by the current chinese leadership to have characterized much of the last two
decades of the maoist era the author places the post mao assault on radicalism into the historical and ideological perspectives of earlier critiques of
ultra leftism within the marxist tradition and the chinese communist party he traces the evolution of the critique in the writings of marx engels lenin
and mao and carefully examines three anti leftist criticism and rectification campaigns in recent chinese history the retreat from the great leap forward
of 1958 61 the campaign against swindlers like liu shaoqi carried out in 1971 73 after the death of lin biao and the criticism of the gang of four
following their purge in 1976 these cases are analyzed in terms of both the political conflict surrounding each campaign and the ideological issues
raised by the critique of ultra leftism understanding the nature and extent of the critique of ultra leftism helps to clarify the ideological world in which
the chinese leaders operate to explain some of the most perplexing events in the history of the people s republic and to assess the changes that
continue to shape the political environment of post mao china
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Sociology and Socialism in Contemporary China
2013-11-05

china revolution and counterrevolution features analysis of the chinese revolution the present chinese economy the trend towards capitalist restoration
and how socialists inside the united states can lend their support to the people of china china revolution and counterrevolution is a unique contribution
to the left using a marxist analysis to identify political and social trends in china 30 years after the introduction of capitalist market reforms the 1949
chinese revolution placed china squarely on the path toward socialist development while elements of that revolution remain the country and the ruling
social order have dynamically moved toward the restoration of capitalist property relations it is our assertion that if the overthrow of the communist
party of china were carried out by forces of domestic counterrevolution forces that would be vigorously supported by u s imperialism it would represent
a historic setback for china china revolution and counterrevolution china revolution and counterrevolution is a timely short history of modern china that
captures all the essential achievements and challenges facing chinese socialism today this book captures the drama and excitement of china s success
the dangers inherent in market socialism and the contradictions of building a new society in the world s biggest developing country david ewing u s
china peoples friendship association san francisco table of contents i overview what do socialists defend in china today ii china today capitalism and
socialism in china is china s foreign policy of appeasement sustainable independent development vs imperialist domination behind u s smears against
china tibet imperialism and self determination tiananmen square and the threat of counterrevolution iii china and socialism lenin and the nep can
market methods build socialism china s socialist market economy an appeal from within the cpc precarious is china s socialism iv china s revolutionary
legacy the red army a new kind of military the contributions of mao zedong the sino soviet split phases of china s socialist revolution appendix psl
resolution on china

Build Socialism with Chinese Characteristics
1985

maoism at the grassroots challenges state centered views of china under mao providing insights into the lives of citizens across social strata ethnicities
and regions it reveals how ordinary people risked persecution and imprisonment in order to assert personal beliefs and identities despite political
repression and surveillance

The Critique of Ultra-Leftism in China, 1958-1981
1984-08

china socialism and especially china s three decades long experiment in building socialism has been an issue of much interest and debate among
scholars as well as practicing marxists in india and elsewhere they also confront the realities of post mao china and how these have been impacting the
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lives of the peasants and workers in that society as well as face the question of today s china being a development model for other third world
countries in mid 2005 several editors of critical asian studies formerly the bulletin of concerned asian scholars convened in a roundtable to engage the
issues raised by martin hart landsberg and paul burkett in their book china and socialism market reforms and class struggle monthly review press 2005
the articles published in this roundtable along with a rejoinder by hart landsberg and burkett appeared in two issues of critical asian studies 37 3 and 4
in 2005 they along with an introduction by hari p sharma are reprinted here in critical perspectives on china s economic transformation in order to
stimulate further discussion as hari p sharma writes in the introduction it is our task to learn the positive and negative lessons from the chinese
experience and carry on with the task of fighting and defeating imperialism and its hold wherever we live as well as lend support to the struggles for
national liberation and for socialism wherever they take place

China
2013-11

a history of revolutionary china in the 20th century china under xi jingping has been experiencing unprecedented change from the belt and road
initiative to its involvement in great power struggles with the west china is facing the world once more in the hope of reclaiming a lost chinese
greatness but is socialism with chinese characteristics just neoliberal capitalism under another name and if so how can china reclaim the heritage of
the revolution in this its 70th anniversary in this panoramic study of chinese history in the twentieth century lin chun argues that the paradoxes of
contemporary chinese society do not merely echo the tensions of modernity or capitalist development instead they are a product of both the
contradictions rooted in its revolutionary history and the social and political consequences of its post socialist transition revolution and
counterrevolution in china charts china s epic revolutionary trajectory in search of a socialist alternative to the global system and asks whether market
reform must repudiate and overturn the revolution and its legacy

Maoism at the Grassroots
2015-10-13

the first english collection of translated essays by chinese literary scholars writers and critics this volume focuses on the legacy of socialist culture and
post socialist phenomena within the context of capitalist globalization by rethinking socialism literature and culture in relation to the intellectual and
cultural trends since the start of the reform and by debating the rise of the new left culture this book seeks to offer critical voices while evoking the
themes of the socialist past to bear on the 21st century chinese intellectual and cultural scenes
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Critical Perspectives on China’s Economic Transformation
2006

to what extent can contemporary socialist economies be reformed by the introduction of markets the question is usually debated in either a chinese or
an east european context this collection of eleven essays is unique in taking the first steps toward a comparative analysis twenty years of experience
with reforms in hungary and a decade of experimentation with reforms in china proivde a critical mass of evidence for analyzing the problems endemic
to cnetrally planned economies and the dilemmas faced in efforts to reform them in reflecting on the chinese and east european experiences these
essays trace the shift from a conception of reform as a mix of planning and makrets within the state sector to a socialist mixed economy with
implications for the emergence of new social groups and autonomous social organizations the essays exemplify a new perspective in the study of state
socialism that changes the focus from ideologies to economic institutions examining how the activities of subordinate groups place limits on the power
of state elites the authors include scholars who have shaped debates in eastern europe and whose work is now stimulating much discussion in china as
well as representatives of a younger generation of economists sociologists and political scientists writing on the basis of field research recently
conducted in factories cities and villages in china and eastern europe the contributors are wlodzimierz brus walter d connor zhiren lin victor nee susan
shirk david stark ivan szelenyi and martin king whyte an introductory essays surveys recent theories and research on state socialism and outlines a
new institutional perspective for understanding the dilemmas of partial reforms the political cycles of reform and retrenchment and the role of
subordinate groups in stimulating changes outside the state sector

Changes in China
1987

in the midst of china s post mao market reforms the old status hierarchy is collapsing who will determine what will take its place in creating market
socialism the sociologist carolyn l hsu demonstrates the central role of ordinary people rather than state or market elites in creating new institutions for
determining status in china hsu explores the emerging hierarchy which is based on the concept of suzhi or quality in suzhi ideology human capital and
educational credentials are the most important measures of status and class position hsu reveals how through their words and actions ordinary citizens
decide what jobs or roles within society mark individuals with suzhi designating them quality people hsu s ethnographic research conducted in the city
of harbin in northwestern china included participant observation at twenty workplaces and interviews with working adults from a range of professions
by analyzing the shared stories about status and class jobs and careers and aspirations and hopes that circulate among harbiners from all walks of life
hsu reveals the logic underlying the emerging stratification system in the post socialist era harbiners must confront a fast changing and bewildering
institutional landscape their collective narratives serve to create meaning and order in the midst of this confusion harbiners collectively agree that
intellectuals scientists educators and professionals are the most respected within the new social order because they contribute the most to chinese
society whether that contribution is understood in terms of traditional morality socialist service or technological and economic progress harbiners
understand human capital as an accurate measure of a person s status their collective narratives about suzhi shape their career choices judgments and
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child rearing practices and therefore the new practices and institutions developing in post socialist china

Revolution and Counterrevolution in China
2021-09-28

this fascinating book is among the first to examine state workers protests against privatization in china philion discusses how chinese state enterprise
workers have engaged a discourse of workers democracy in the process of struggle with the new social relations of work that are engendered by
privatization oriented policies in china today by the 1990s this discourse was being deployed by the state in an effort to minimize the social obligations
of the party and enterprise to state workers and to win the latter over to faith in markets philion reveals that chinese workers have recently engaged
this discourse in order to do something they never envisioned having to do fight for what chinese state socialism had always promised them as the
masters of the factory namely the right to a job and basic social security

Debating the Socialist Legacy and Capitalist Globalization in China
2016-01-26

this book explores the encounters with market socialism through reforms in china and vietnam and looks at the distinctions between market socialism
and capitalism the book discusses whether market socialism is compatible with economic integration and whether state ownership can be reconciled
with a market economy

Reform in China and Other Socialist Economies
1990

study on the socialist economic reconstruction of china discusses the historical and theoretical background marxism collective economy agricultural
development industrial development incl small scale industries distribution wage structure role of commoditys and money supply price policies
economic planning human resources planning of centralization of economic administration economic policies for modernization social structure social
conflicts etc references

China's Socialist Revolution
1974
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a momentous debate has been unfolding in china over the last fifteen years only intermittently in public view concerning the merits of socialism as a
philosophy of social justice and as a program for national development just as deng xiaoping s better advertised experiment with market based reforms
has challenged marxist leninist dogma on economic policy the years since the death of mao zedong have seen a profound reexamination of a more
basic question to what extent are the root problems of the system due to chinese socialism and marxism generally here yan sun gathers a remarkable
group of primary materials drawn from an unusual range of sources to present the most systematic and comprehensive study of post mao reappraisal
of china s socialist theory and practice rejecting an assumption often made in the west that chinese socialist thought has little bearing on politics and
policymaking sun takes the arguments of the post mao era seriously on their own terms she identifies the major factions in the debate reveals the
interplay among official and unofficial forces and charts the development of the debate from an initially parochial concern with problems raised by
chinese practice to a grand critique of the theory of socialism itself she concludes with an enlightening comparison of the reassessments undertaken by
deng xiaoping with those of gorbachev linking them to the divergent outcomes of reform and revolution in their respective countries

Remaking the Economic Institutions of Socialism
1989

focusing on why social tensions have arisen despite economic prosperity and how the state is responding this book presents rich original data about
many of the social challenges facing china including rural urban migration unemployment the health care crisis rise of religion desire for increased
individualism and new mass movements

The Transition to Socialism in China
1980

this book discusses the connotation and function of social governance and elaborates on social governance thought in classical marxism mao zedong s
social governance thought and social governance thought in socialism with chinese characteristics especially in xi jinping s new era together these
components constitute the basic theory of social governance in china moreover the book clarifies ancient and modern social governance thought in
china and analyzes institutional innovations practices and experiences of chinese social governance it depicts the evolution and reform of social
governance in china both vertically and horizontally in turn it addresses the overall system fundamental institutions hierarchy field and mode of china s
social governance as well as its connection to national security it discusses major issues and their causes together with enhancing mechanisms in
closing it outlines future trends in chinese social governance and its role in and effects on the global governance system
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Creating Market Socialism
2007-09-03

the immense process of economic and social transformation currently underway in china and vietnam is well known and extensively documented
however less attention has been devoted to the process of chinese and vietnamese legal change which is nonetheless critical for the future politics
society and economy of these two countries in a unique comparative approach that brings together indigenous and international experts asian
socialism and legal change analyzes recent developments in the legal sphere in china and vietnam this book presents the diversity and dynamism of
this process in china and vietnam the impact of socialism constitutionalism and confucianism on legal development responses to change among
enterprises and educational and legal institutions conflicts between change led centrally and locally and international influences on domestic legal
institutions core socialist ideas continue to shape society but have been adapted to local contexts and needs in some areas more radically than in
others this book is the first systematic analysis of legal change in transitional economies

Workers' Democracy in China's Transition from State Socialism
2009-01-13

representing a lifetime of research and writing by noted historian arif dirlik the essays collected here explore developments in chinese socialism and
the issues that have occupied historians of the chinese revolution for the past three decades dirlik engages chinese socialism critically but with
sympathy for the aspirations of revolutionaries who found the hope of social political and cultural liberation in communist alternatives to capitalism and
the intellectual inspiration to realize their hopes in marxist theory the book s historical approach to marxist theory emphasizes its global relevance
while avoiding dogmatic and eurocentric limitations these incisive essays range from the origins of socialism in the early twentieth century through the
victory of the communists in mid century to the virtual abandonment by century s end of any pretense to a socialist revolutionary project by the
leadership of the chinese communist party all that remains of the revolution in historical hindsight are memories of its failures and misdeeds but dirlik
retains a critical perspective not just toward the past but also toward the ideological hegemonies of the present taken together his writings reaffirm the
centrality of the revolution to modern chinese history they also illuminate the fundamental importance of marxism to grasping the flaws of capitalist
modernity despite the fact that in the end the socialist response was unable to transcend the social and ideological horizons of capitalism

Market and Socialism
2009

this book is intended for policy makers academics and students of development studies area studies political economy geography and political science
three of the best global performers in terms of economic growth are authoritarian states led by communist parties the socialist market economy model
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employed in china vietnam and laos performs better than the economic systems in countries at a similar level of income per capita on a wide range of
development indicators yet market reforms and governance failures have led to highly unequal societies and significant environmental problems this
book presents the first comparative study of development in these three countries written by country experts and scholars of development studies it
explores the ongoing quest for market versus state within their model and the coherence of their development chapter 5 is available open access
under a creative commons attribution 4 0 international license via link springer com

China's Socialist Economy
1981

published in china in 2010 revolution and its narratives is a historical literary and critical account of the cultural production of the narratives of china s
socialist revolution through theoretical empirical and textual analysis of major and minor novels dramas short stories and cinema cai xiang offers a
complex study that exceeds the narrow confines of existing views of socialist aesthetics by engaging with the relationship among culture history and
politics in the context of the revolutionary transformation of chinese society and arts cai illuminates the utopian promise as well as the ultimate
impossibility of socialist cultural production translated annotated and edited by rebecca e karl and xueping zhong this translation presents cai s
influential work to english language readers for the first time

The Chinese Reassessment of Socialism, 1976-1992
1995-08-21

The Transition to Socialism in China
1982-01-01

Socialist China, Capitalist China
2009-03-31
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General Theory of Social Governance in China
2021-11-01

Asian Socialism & Legal Change
2005-08-01

Marxism in the Chinese Revolution
2005

The Socialist Market Economy in Asia
2020-10-26

Revolution and Its Narratives
2016-02-05
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